
SPRING/SUMMER 2021 COLLECTION

The Michael Kors Spring/Summer 2021 eyewear collection celebrates the brand’s signature charm and 

glamour as iconic, fashion-forward silhouettes are reinterpreted with compelling, modern and perfectly 

crafted details. Ranging from the most sophisticated shapes to the most contemporary designs, the styles 

in this collection are defined by high-quality materials, rich color palettes and iconic detailing, including 

the iconic Michael Kors plaque logo, curb chain accents and carryover metal temples.

MODERN GLAMOUR | VISION OF GLAMOUR 

Elevated yet practical, this glamorous oversized style features a chic 

silhouette, acetate construction and a sleek temple accented with the 

iconic MK logo.

MK 2137U – ANAHEIM 
This acetate squared frame features a sleek temple enhanced by the 

iconic MK logo. The universal fit offers wearability for all face shapes, and 

the glasses with clear lenses are designed to reduce visual discomfort by 

filtering blue light from digital devices. The Anaheim comes in black or 

clear transparent with clear blue-light lenses, and black with dark grey 

polar lenses. 



CHARM SCHOOL | MODERN GLAM CHARM 

In this appealing selection, metal temples wrap around the front to create 

a unifying theme, while open venting and the circle charm logo applied on 

the front add an element of luxe texture.

MK 1087 – CANCUN 
Sleek and weightless, this ultra-feminine squared metal frame boasts open 

venting details and the iconic circle charm logo in front. The brand name 

is also engraved on the metal temple for an additional signature touch. 

The Cancun is offered in a luxe satin light gold-tone with light gold-tone 

temples and brown gradient lenses.

MK 2139U – TULUM  
A timeless allure defines this elegant and extremely feminine pair of 

sunglasses. The mixed-material cat-eye construction shows open venting 

details and circle charm logos on the front, and the iconic brand name 

is engraved on the thin temple. The Tulum is available in black with light 

gold-tone temples and dark grey polar lenses.

MODERN GLAMOUR | CHAIN REACTION 

Curb chain accents along the frame add showstopping glamour to these 

covetable, ultra-luxe styles.

MK 1090 – AMSTERDAM 
With curb chain accents on the front and the iconic MK logo on the carryover 

metal temple, this glamorous oversized style is both classic and edgy. The 

feminine and elegant light gold hue is paired with stunning silver khaki flash 

lenses.

MK 3051 – ANDALUSIA 
This glamorous cat-eye style features a metal frame with curb chain 

detailing on the front. The Andalusia’s carryover metal temple is finished 

with a raised MK logo and comes in a unique light gold tone that lends a 

sophisticated effect.



MK 2141 – COPENHAGEN
Whimsical and bold, the Copenhagen offers timeless charm. A curb 

chain detail adorns the top of the chic round frame, while the MK logo 

is featured within the chain detail as well as on the temple. This stunning 

model is offered in classic black with light gold-tone temples and dark 

grey gradient lenses.

MODERN GLAMOUR | SOPHISTICATED STUDS

With a stunning silhouette guaranteed to turn heads, the model in this 

selection boasts a feminine design that is accented with eye-catching 

pyramid studs.

MK 3046 – CATANIA 
Feminine and sophisticated, this new cat-eye silhouette features a metal 

front, pyramid stud detailing on the temples and a raised Michael Kors 

logo. The classic silver color of the frame is paired with transparent plastic 

temples.

URBAN COOL | LOGO LOVE

A modern twist on the logomania trend, these oversized styles are 

splashed in Michael Kors’ logo initials and finished with a statement 

plaque featuring the brand’s name on the temple.

MK 2140 – MANHASSET 
This timeless yet modern squared shape features glamorous custom 

acetates on the front, while the brand’s plaque logo embellishes the 

carryover acetate temples. Beautiful rich tortoise patterns—as well as 

Michael Kors’ new custom repeat tortoise—compose the color palette, 

which includes jet-set tortoise with red solid temples and brown gradient 

lenses, and MK logo print tortoise with dark grey solid lenses.

MK 4081 – SANTA MONICA
A soft, feminine flair defines this marvelous cat-eye shape that features 

luxurious custom acetates on the front and temples. The signature plaque 

logo decorates the carryover acetate temples for a final touch of elegance. 

The Santa Monica is available in the beautiful MK logo-print tortoise hue.



URBAN COOL | CAT-EYE REMIX

The classic cat-eye gets a sporty-chic update with a thick-to-thin temple, 

luxe metal detailing and a mix of colors and prints.

MK 2132U – VALENCIA 
This on-trend, angular take on the cat-eye shape showcases mixed 

materials, a thick-to-thin temple, luxe metal detailing and a combination 

of colors and prints. The Valencia is offered in a classic metal black 

front paired with plastic black temples and silver mirror grey gradient 

polar lenses.

SPORT-LUXE CHIC | SEAMLESSLY CHIC

Seamless, flat lenses and thin metal temples combine to create the 

ultimate in modern sophistication.

MK 1089 – KONA 
A modern twist to the brand’s iconic pilot shape, this frame features a 

seamless construction with a sporty accent. The metal temple boasts the 

iconic engraved Michael Kors logo. The color palette includes shiny black 

with dark grey mirror lenses and rose gold-tone with silver mirror lenses.

MK 1088 – MAGNOLIA 
Sporty yet feminine, this contemporary metal round shape features refined 

plastic detailing and flat lenses. The innovative seamless construction 

hosts the engraved Michael Kors logo on the metal temple. The Magnolia 

comes in light gold-tone with brown gradient lenses and rose gold-tone 

with rose gold mirror lenses.



SPORT-LUXE CHIC | MODERN MOMENT

Sleek and lightweight, these frames incorporate a thin metal construction 

that lends them a minimalist chic.

MK 2130U – SORRENTO 
This mixed-material, fashion-forward frame boasts a sleek metal temple 

with the brand’s signature logo and circle charm engraved at the tip. 

The classic palette ties back to Michael Kors’ classic hues, including 

transparent with light gold-tone temple and rose gold mirror polar lenses, 

and terracotta with light gold temples and terracotta gradient lenses.

MK 4079U – TERNI 
Sleek, lightweight and chic, this squared front with metal wraparound 

detailing features a mixed-material temple with Michael Kors’ iconic 

circle charm logo at the tip and a thin metal construction for a 

featherweight finish. The Terni comes in black or dark tortoise with light 

gold-tone  temples.


